T-Chart of Behaviors
Staff Managed

Office Managed

Minors
Physical Contact- Student violates

Majors
Physical Aggression- Student engages

another student’s personal space and
physically touches him/her in a non
aggressive manner.

in actions involving serious physical contact
where injury may occur.









Examples:
playing with another student’s hair
bear hugs
untying/tying another student’s
shoelaces
writing on each other’s belongings
poking another student
pushing/shoving in line
encroaching on another’s personal
space








Examples:
hitting
kicking
biting
throwing an object
using a weapon
roughhousing

Misuse of Property- Student uses

Property Damage- Student defaces or

materials inappropriately.

destroys property.









Examples:
poking holes in paper
sword fighting with pencils
standing on chairs/tables
destruction of supplies
swinging/tossing supplies
hanging on bathroom stall
sticking inappropriate objects into
pencil sharpener

Defiance/Non-Compliance- Student
does not respond to adult requests.







Examples:
talking while teacher is talking
not following directions
making excuses
not doing or turning in work
changing the settings on the computer
without permission
being on a website other than the
assigned site without permission



Examples:
writing on, scratching, and/or poking
holes in tables, desks, etc…

Chronic Disrespect to
Teachers/Adults- Student engages in
refusal to follow directions, argues, talks
back, and/or delivers socially rude
interactions
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Harassment- Student delivers
disrespectful messages/behaviors to others.
Examples:
 holding the bathroom door shut so
others can’t get out
 intentionally keeping a possession
away from someone (keep away)

Bullying- Student engages in intentional
and repeated behaviors (physical, emotional,
and/or verbal) targeted at others that creates
an imbalance of power


Examples:
repeatedly insulting someone’s
clothing, looks, gender, race,
intelligence

Inappropriate Language- Student

Abusive Language- Student swears or

engages in low-intensity inappropriate
language.

uses words, obscene gestures, pictures, or
written notes in an inappropriate or
degrading manner with the intent to hurt.







Examples:
“This sucks”
crap
dork
stupid
loser







Examples:
negative comments based on race,
religion, gender, age, disabilities, or
other personal matters
“You suck.”
“You retard.”
“You are gay.”
“I’m going to kill you.”

Disruption- Student engages in lowintensity, but inappropriate, disruption.









Examples:
blurting
silliness
making noises with mouth, body
(burping/farting), and/or objects
getting up in the middle of instruction
passing notes
throwing something
running in hall
talking in hall
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Incomplete/Sloppy Work- Student
does not complete work at his/her ability
level.




Examples:
missing homework
projects unfinished

Cheating- Student engages in cheating
behaviors in academic or social situations.



Stealing- Student intentionally takes
someone else’s property without
permission.

Examples:
cheating on assessments
cheating while playing games

Loitering- Student avoids doing their job

Lying- Student delivers message that is

in a timely fashion.

untrue that either gets themselves out of
trouble or another in trouble.






Examples:
being in a location without permission
hanging out in the bathroom/hallway
leaving room without permission
leaving playground without
permission




Examples:
forging another’s signature without
permission
accusing someone of something they
did not do (false accusations)

Dress-code Violation- Student wears

Technology Violation- Student

clothing that does not fit within the dress code
guidelines of the district policy.

engages in inappropriate computer usage.




Other- Student engages in any other minor
problem behaviors that do not fall within the
above categories.

Examples:
may include inappropriate website
using someone’s password
using the computer to communicate
inappropriately

Other- Student engages in any other
problem/unsafe behaviors that do not fall
within above categories.

**- Four offenses in the classroom within
one day will result in an office referral.
**- Four non-classroom offenses within one
week will result in an office referral.
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